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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

WACO DIVISION 
 
JANE DOE 1, JANE DOE 2, § 
JANE DOE 3, JANE DOE 4, § 
JANE DOE 5, JANE DOE 6, § 
JANE DOE 7, JANE DOE 8, § 
JANE DOE 9, AND JANE DOE 10 § Cause No. 6:16-cv-173-RP 
 § JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
 Plaintiffs, § 
 § 
vs. §   
 §   
BAYLOR UNIVERSITY § 
 § 
 Defendant. § 
 

PLAINTIFFS’ SUPPLEMENT TO  
PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO COMPEL RESPONSES  

TO PLAINTIFFS’ REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION (ECF 330) 
 
TO THE HONORABLE ROBERT PITMAN: 

COME NOW JANE DOES 1-10, Plaintiffs herein, who file this Supplement to Plaintiffs’ 

Motion to Compel Responses to Plaintiffs’ Request for Production (ECF 330) based on newly 

obtained materials.  

A. Court action is essential to stop Baylor’s concealment of highly material information. 
 
Documents Baylor has successfully hidden from Plaintiffs now reveal that in the fall of 2011, 

multiple senior Baylor administrators knew about a serial sexual assault assailant yet did nothing. After 

having engaged in four separate alleged sexual assaults, this predator went on to rape a final Baylor 

student on April 15, 2012, resulting in criminal conviction and a sentence of 20 years in prison. These 

documents were produced last week by non-party Art Briles in response to a subpoena, and they 

completely undermine what Baylor has asserted publicly and in state court pleadings. That these 

materials were not produced by Baylor further informs this Court of the extent of Baylor’s massive 

discovery obstruction that has been ongoing for well over a year. Recall that Baylor has wholesale 
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objected to discovery directed to Baylor and is also objecting to all non-party discovery, and these new 

(to Plaintiffs) documents demonstrate why non-party discovery is so essential to Plaintiffs’ claims. It 

was only through Briles’ decision to comply with a subpoena that this highly relevant information is 

now known.  

These records directly show that high level officials, who remain employed at Baylor to this 

day (completely unpunished), concealed reports of serial sexual assault, thereby protecting a known 

sexual predator and thus allowing his conduct to continue unchecked. This evidence supports 

Plaintiffs heightened risk claims, corroborates each Plaintiffs’ testimony that their reports were 

belittled and undermined, supports Plaintiffs’ requests for injunctive relief, and justifies a jury 

imposing exemplary damages. More to the point of this pleading, this evidence cries out for this Court 

to compel Baylor’s production responses, overrule its omnibus objections and police the extensive 

redactions and withholdings Baylor makes in the materials it does produce or acknowledge having. 

B. Baylor most recent discovery abuse – Briles’ production of concealed documents 

Here is what the material produced by Briles and concealed by Baylor reveals – 

On March 19, 2011, Baylor police responded to an apparent sexual assault involving Tevin 

Elliott.1  On September 28, 2011, Elliott committed a second alleged assault.2  Documents produced 

by Briles prove that Reagan Ramsower knew of Elliott’s conduct at least as early as the week of 

October 5, 2011.3 In this email exchange, dated October 12, 2011, Baylor Police Chief Jim Doak 

communicated the following to Ramsower –  

I mentioned to you about Tevin Elliott last week. He has denied everything (no 
surprise) and now Waco PD is looking at a polygraph for him.  This is a case of ‘he 

                                                           
1 Exhibit A - Briles 02368 Baylor Police Department Incident # X-0908; Exhibit B - Briles 02371-
372, “Tevin Shrard Elliott, Student Conudct Summary, “Allegation 1”.  
2 Exhibit B - “Violation 1”. 
3 Exhibit C - Briles 02374-375, Doak/Ramsower emails, Oct 12, 2011. 
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said-she said’ but her story has never varied each time she has been interviewed. I’ll 
keep you posted.4 
 
The emails are unclear whether Doak is writing about both the March 19th and the September 

28th assault allegations, or whether Doak is referring to only the September 28th assault because he and 

Ramsower had already discussed the March 19th assault. Because Doak gives no description of who 

Elliott is in the email, it is obvious Ramsower was well aware of Elliott.5 

While Ramsower is shown to be aware of Elliott’s conduct in October, Judicial Affairs is 

shown to have learned shortly thereafter.6 On November 7, 2011, five (5) months before Elliott’s final 

commission of rape, Baylor Judicial Affairs Coordinator David Murdock emailed three Baylor senior 

administrators, including Associate Dean for Judicial Affairs Bethany McCraw and Associate Vice-

President for Student Life Martha Lou Scott, about yet another sexual assault allegation – “’unlawful 

restraint’ of a sexual nature” - against Elliott being in police reports that morning.7 At this point, Elliott 

had engaged in multiple sexual assault allegations, all involving different women, and Murdock stated 

that “I will be sending Tevin a student charge of misconduct as well.”8 The next day, Murdock received 

a message about the referral of an assault reported to the “Police Dept” to “our office.”9  Although 

on November 7th Murdock stated that he “will be sending Tevin a student charge of misconduct as 

                                                           
4 Ramsower’s response is revealing in its interest only in an issue with the Noze Brotherhood, Doak 
having a “fun time at the Hotel Waco!” and the merits of the D.C. subway system. 
5 Baylor has produced to Plaintiffs an October 27, 2011 email exchange between Doak and Ramsower 
that mentions “Sent you the info yesterday on the BU student arrested for sexual assault,” however, 
this appears to refer to a different assault and different perpetrator. See Exhibit D - PH_0045222 
(third bullet point) 
6 Exhibit B - Briles 02371-372, “Allegation 1”; Before PH and before Baylor had any Title IX policy 
or process, sexual assault reports were handled by Judicial Affairs office, somehow incomprehensibly 
analogous to cheating on a test or violating the code of conduct.  But, other evidence indicates they 
often went much easier on sexual assault than other violations. 
7 Exhibit E - Briles 02377-378, Murdock/McCraw et al emails, November 7, 2011. This email 
exchange appears to relate to Elliott’s September 28th alleged assault. See Exhibit B, “Violation 1”. 
8 Id. at 1 
9 Exhibit F - Briles 02384, “IMPORTANT MESSAGE” note.  For purposes of this motion, student 
names other than Elliott’s are redacted with identifying pseudonyms in their place.  Unredacted copies 
will be filed under seal. 
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well,” handwritten notes dated later that month show Murdock and Judicial Affairs changing course 

and burying the information, allowing Elliott to continue to walk unhindered on Baylor campus (and 

incidentally play in Baylor’s victories over Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas Tech, and Texas to finish out the 

2011 regular football season).10 

Three days later, on November 10th, a handwritten note on Judicial Affairs stationary states – 

To: David [Murdock] 
DATE: 11/10/2011 
RE: Talk to Bethany before you do anything on Tevin Elliott.”11 
 
Another handwritten note dated November 28th on Murdock’s stationary states “On hold 

indefinitely 11-28-11”.12 That same date, yet another handwritten note by Murdock then states “I 

agreed to place this disciplinary case on hold for an indefinite period of time while I investigate the 

facts further. 11-28-11 DM T.E.”13   

Elliott is alleged to have committed a third alleged assault on March 27, 2012,.14 Elliott also 

committed a fourth alleged sexual assault prior to April 15, 2012, but no date or victim name has been 

stated.15  Finally, Elliott raped a young Baylor student on April 15, 2012 for which he was convicted.16  

                                                           
10 https://www.sports-reference.com/cfb/schools/baylor/2011-schedule.html  
11 Exhibit G. 
12 Id.; On March 29, 2012, Murdock made a second handwritten note that reads “Tevin did respond 
to [unreadable] for a follow-up meeting.” Exhibit Briles 02382 
13 Exhibit H – Briles 02382, also indicating it refers to the “ASLT #1 Violation 9-24-11”. This memo, 
on a Judicial Affair form, also has a handwritten not stating “Tevin did respond to [unreadable] for a 
follow-up meeting [unreadable initials] 3-29-12”. 
14 Exhibit B, “Allegation 2”. (redaction in original received by Plaintiffs). It should be noted that this 
is the day before the handwritten notes of “3-29-12,” (Exhibit H) and appears to show that Murdock 
called Elliott in that day - either that or someone, perhaps Murdock, going back and adding to his 
earlier memo, an action which may evidence is an attempt by Murdock to cover-up his failure to do 
anything regarding Elliott since the decision in November 2011 to put the investigation on “hold 
indefinitely,” and only then realizing the ramifications of that decision.  
15 Id., “Allegation 4”; see Also Exhibit I – Briles 02369, Howell(BUPD)/Murdock email of May 2, 
2012. 
16 Id., “Allegation 3”; https://www.wacotrib.com/news/courts_and_trials/ex-bu-football-player-
gets-years-in-sexual-assaults/article_0e8c23fa-44cc-59da-a134-de9fe39a7d5e.html  
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In furtherance of Baylor’s methods to protect itself, Baylor has claimed that Elliott’s past 

problems were not received by Baylor Judicial Affairs until May 2, 2012.17  In an email exchange that 

day between Murdock, McCraw, Scott, Baylor General Counsel Chris Holmes and BUPD officer 

Brent Howell, Judicial Affairs complains that the Baylor Police Department report of the March 2011 

assault “was never forwarded to our office.  You’ll notice in the police reports that were distributed 

on March 22, 2011 (see attachment), that the report (Y-0908) was missing. This is not the first time 

we have become aware of reports related to athletes not being forwarded on.”18 Judicial Affairs’ 

attempt to deny knowledge of the March 2011 assault allegation is an incredible statement – the earlier 

emails and Murdock’s own handwritten notes show Murdock and McCaw, with Scott watching on, 

bury the report of prior Elliott’s assault allegations and put that investigation “On hold indefinitely” 

and Murdock being instructed to “Talk to Bethany before you do anything on Elliott.”19 

In short, five allegations of sexual assault are attributed to Elliott.  Judicial Affairs (Murdock, 

McCraw and Scott) became aware of Elliott’s assaults as early as November 7, 2011. Ramsower was 

aware of Elliott assaulting young women as early as the week of October 5, 2011. All of this should 

be put into the context that a Baylor student was ultimately sexually assaulted on April 15, 2012, 

meaning that had just one of Ramsower, Doak, Murdock, McCraw or Scott done even the minimum 

their job required, Elliott would not have had the opportunity to commit assaults in March and April 

of 2012. In short, at least five key Baylor senior non-athletic administrators were aware of Elliott’s 

predatorial behavior in the fall of 2011.  They did nothing, with horrific consequences over the next 

five months. 

                                                           
17 See Exhibit B, “Allegation 1”. 
18 Exhibit J - Briles 02386-02388. One email in this chain also has McCraw telling Baylor General 
Counsel Chris Holmes that “Just FYI – David noticed something in one of the reports on Tevin 
Elliott about another possible sexual assault (would be allegation #4) – he called BUPD to check on 
it.”  
19 See Exhibits G and H. 
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C. Baylor has sought to conceal the conduct of its administrators while blaming others 

In its unorthodox 39-page General Denial to the Shillinglaw lawsuit, Baylor Regents Gray, 

Murff and Harper (all listed by McCraw as conspirators in the cover-up of non-athletic wrongdoing) 

claimed that “between his enrollment at Baylor in the fall of 2009 and his arrest and expulsion in the 

spring of 2012, defensive lineman Tevin Elliot allegedly assaulted five students.”20 However a closer 

reading of the Regents’ Answer, while insinuating that Starr and Briles were at fault at remaining idle 

despite knowledge of the assaults (why otherwise would the pleading refer to these events), shows 

that those later-fired administrators were only aware of Elliott’s “attendance problems” and “cheating 

on quizzes.”21 The Shillinglaw pleading states that Briles only learned of a sexual assault on April 15, 

2012, and did not report it to Judicial Affairs until “10 days later.”22 

The Regents’ entirely omit the involvement of Ramsower, Doak, Murdock, McCraw and Scott 

in knowing of Elliott’s prior sexual assaults in the fall of 2011 and them doing nothing. In fact, the 

newly produced documents evidence that the athletics department was being intentionally kept in the 

dark about Elliott’s sexual assaults. Doak told Ramsower in an email on May 25, 2012 entitled “The 

rest of the story …” that he had talked to Shillinglaw that same day and that he “filled him in on details 

he wasn’t aware of that helped him to understand the problem we had with being able to share 

information.”23 This is apparently the prior assaults of which Ramsower and Doak were previously 

aware. 

In conformity with the media and whitewash strategy related by Ian McCaw and Todd Patulski 

in their sworn testimony, the Baylor Regents’ defense in the Shillinglaw lawsuit attempted to blame 

Starr and Briles for ignoring Elliott’s prior conduct, when at the present the only evidence is that they 

                                                           
20 ECF 93-5 at 15-18. 
21 Id. 
22 Id. 
23 Exhibit K, Doak/Ramsower email of May 5, 2012. 
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only knew of academic Honor Code violations.  Yet those Regents concealed or apparently saw 

nothing wrong with the investigation of Elliott’s sexual assaults from the fall of 2011 being put on 

“indefinite hold” by senior non-athletic administrators who remain at Baylor today. 

Regardless of what we ultimately determine that athletics knew, Reagan Ramsower did not tell 

the truth to the American public and the “Baylor Family” in his 60 Minutes interview. Ramsower 

stated unequivocally24 that he had no knowledge of the prior assaults and that Doak was solely 

responsible for hiding them: 

Interviewer: How much responsibility do you believe you bear in what’s happened at Baylor?  
 
RR: Well we were definitely late to Title IX 
 
Interviewer: But you in particular, Sir, I mean that was your responsibility as the head of Public 
Safety, you had control over the police department or at least oversight. How much blame do 
you put on your shoulders? 

 
RR: I had, I had no knowledge of any other reports. I had no knowledge of anything being 
reported to me. 
 
Interviewer: You’re saying you had no knowledge of any of these criminal complaints or any 
of the allegations of sexual assault even though you were responsible for the Baylor Police 
Department? 
 
RR: That’s Correct 
 
Interviewer: Is that a breakdown in, in procedure at Baylor that they had at the police 
department would not be reporting those incidents to you? 
 
RR: I think that it was, and the, the people involved in that no longer employed by the 
University 
 
Interviewer: And who would that be? 
 
RR: That would be the Chief of Police, as well as some of the other folks, but particularly the 
Chief of Police. 

 

                                                           
24 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYsRn9hgJGE, beginning at 13:30.  
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Instead, these until-now concealed materials prove that not just Doak, but also Ramsower, 

Murdock, McCraw and Scott were that Elliott was a serial predator well before his final crime.  Other 

newly collected evidence reveals these events not be isolated. 

Plaintiffs’ position is not and never has been that football administrators are blameless. But 

the facts coming forth under oath and in documents do not yet fully reveal what Starr, Briles and 

Shillinglaw knew and when. What is known now in 2018 – almost seven years after the events – is 

that Ramsower, Doak, Murdock, McCraw, and Scott were themselves aware of multiple sexual assaults 

before Elliott raped a final student on April 15, 2012 and that these responsible parties remain in high-

level positions at the school today. The fact that Plaintiffs could only obtain this evidence from a non-

party subpoena is something the Court should be aware of as it considers these discovery disputes. 

D. Baylor hid these documents from Pepper Hamilton as well as these Plaintiffs. 

While these newly discovery documents are critically important to numerous issues in this 

case, for the purposes of this motion they are key to understanding the continued discovery abuse by 

Baylor and the need to overrule its objections and compel its responses. Baylor has claimed to have 

already produced the Custodial files of Doak, Ramsower, Murdock, McCraw and Scott to the 

Plaintiffs.  If Baylor’s representations were true, why are the emails between these very individuals 

discussing sexual assault (agreed search terms) only produced by Briles? Bates labeling shows that 

Baylor did possess these materials in a now settled case that was pending before this Court. Why did 

a non-party have to produce to Plaintiffs what Baylor clearly had already collected for production in 

another case?25 At the present, all of Baylor’s duty to comply with production is hidden behind pending 

wholesale objections to discovery currently under consideration in Plaintiffs’ Motion to Compel. At 

                                                           
25 Because that other case was assumedly under Protective Orders, and now assumedly under non-
disclosure agreements since it has settled, Plaintiffs have no access to these materials other than 
through Baylor or a non-party subpoena compelling production. Since Briles was a Defendant in that 
case, his possession of them is likely explained. 
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the same time, Baylor is filing motion after motion to prevent non-party discovery,26 and one can 

readily see why - non-party production has been and will be disastrous for Baylor’s cover-up scheme. 

Based on Baylor’s production to Plaintiffs, it appears that these emails were hidden from 

Pepper Hamilton also, supporting McCaw’s and Patulski’s contentions that entire PH exercise was a 

whitewash media exercise designed to satisfy the views of the outside world, including donors, alumni, 

the general public and the NCAA, all with no real commitment for reform. There is much other 

evidence now coming forth of this nature, but in deference to this Court’s expanding pages of ECF 

filing in this case, that must be left for a later day and ultimately a jury. 

Court intervention is essential for Baylor’s compliance with discovery. It is also essential that 

the Court be informed by non-party discovery. The above materials are only now known because of 

non-party discovery. Thus Baylor’s filing objection to every non-party subpoena is better understood, 

and should be strongly rejected. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs request that this Court grant Plaintiffs’ Motion to Compel.  

Respectfully submitted, 
 
  /s/ Chad W. Dunn            
BRAZIL & DUNN, L.L.P. 
Chad W. Dunn  
State Bar No. 24036507 
K. Scott Brazil 
State Bar No. 02934050 
4201 Cypress Creek Pkwy., Suite 530 
Houston, Texas 77068 
Telephone: (281) 580-6310 
Facsimile: (281) 580-6362 
chad@brazilanddunn.com 
 
AND 

                                                           
26 It should be noted that one option Baylor is urging this Court is to allow Baylor to pre-screen 
documents produced by non-parties. If Baylor will not turn over documents it has, how can Baylor 
be trusted to produce those same documents if allowed to block them by screening them before 
Plaintiffs have access to them? 
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DUNNAM & DUNNAM, L.L.P. 
Jim Dunnam 
State Bar No. 06258010 
4125 West Waco Drive 
Waco, Texas 76710 
Telephone: (254) 753-6437 
Facsimile: (254) 753-7434 
jimdunnam@dunnamlaw.com 
 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFFS 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

This is to certify that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing has been filed by 
ECF and sent to counsel of record via electronic notification on August 9, 2018. 

 
/s/Chad W. Dunn               

      CHAD W. DUNN 
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